
Dixie Stoneware® —simplicity at its best.

Single-use Dixie®for healthcare:
Serving simplicity.

Its unique composition means it’s unmatched 
in strength and heat conduction.

Dixie Stoneware delivers all the key performance attributes important to hospitals.

Performance attributes Dixie Stoneware Foam Pulp Plastic Paper

Strong

Cut resistant

Won’t soak or leak through

Rethermable

Microwavable

Heat lamp tolerant

Refrigerator tolerant

Attractive appearance

404/806Dixie and the Petal X logo are trademarks of Georgia-Pacific Corporation or one of its subsidiaries.

Dixie® Foodservice

Dixie is a leading innovator and manufacturer of paper and plastic single-use tableware for the food-

service industry. Our product line is the most comprehensive available—cups, containers, plates, bowls,

trays, cutlery and much more. Serving with Dixie helps foodservice operators flexibly manage whatever

the day has to offer. Save time, effort and cost with Dixie—we bring efficiency to the demanding pace 

of foodservice operations.

To find out how Dixie can provide foodservice solutions that streamline operations and look good 

in your bottom line, visit dixiefoodservice.com. 
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Single-use Dixie Stoneware® is designed to solve the biggest foodservice challenges
in healthcare—operational efficiency, sanitary meal delivery, reliable cost control.
And now more than ever, the healthcare industry is required to respond quickly 
to the unexpected. Dixie helps your operation face both day-to-day and emerging
demands smoothly and safely. 

Dixie® products—because single use makes sense. Plan for contingencies.

Power outages

After a power failure, hours could pass before a sanitizing water

temperature is restored. Meanwhile, you’ve got a kitchen to run

and people to feed. Dixie Stoneware’s single-use advantage lets

you respond flexibly to the unexpected. When power is restored,

your patients have been fed and your kitchen has kept pace.

Equipment failures

When machinery malfunctions, meal production and cleanup

don’t have to break down. Dixie Stoneware helps prevent 

disruptions to your foodservice operation. This easy-to-handle,

single-use tableware bypasses the need for dishwashing—it’s

always clean, always ready to use.

Pandemic outbreaks

What if a flu outbreak left you shorthanded in the kitchen 

but increased the number of patients you had to feed? 

Dixie Stoneware is ideal for the unexpected. Sanitary, easy 

to store and easy to handle—think of it as a vital part of 

your contingency toolkit.

Contingency planning can’t be overlooked in healthcare foodservice. When there 
are staff shortages or when concerns arise over infection outbreaks, turn to Dixie
Stoneware.® Delivered to you sealed in sanitary packaging, Stoneware helps keep
your operation running and your patients fed. It makes sense to keep a stockpile 
on hand for unplanned needs.

1 permanent ware setting =
10 Dixie Stoneware settings

Maximize operational efficiency
Hospitals face continuous pressure to cut costs and increase efficiency. 

Dixie Stoneware® offers significant benefits:

• Reduced costs—greater efficiency helps you save money
• Streamlined operations—processing is quicker because Dixie Stoneware

doesn’t require dishwashing
• Better patient service—hot food stays hot and cold food stays cold
• Risk management—single-use tableware reduces contamination risk 
• Ease of use and storage—lightweight and space-saving

Safeguard patient health
It’s not possible to be completely sure that dish-sanitizing procedures are 

followed consistently. Just stacking dishes when they’re still wet can increase

the danger of contamination. 

Dixie Stoneware is an optimal fit for hospitals because it’s single use—fewer

hands touch it fewer times. You can process and serve meals with confidence.

Your food is safer—and safer, sanitary foodservice means you’ve eliminated 

one very important transmission route for infection.

Increase patient satisfaction
In an era when hospitals have had to cut back on extras just to stay in 

operation, Dixie Stoneware brings stylish presentation to every meal. 

These great-looking, high-performing disposables were designed to enhance 

the appearance of any meal. Patients are able to handle lightweight Dixie

Stoneware easily and comfortably.

Lightweight

Sealed, Sanitary and Single Use

Strong and Hot




